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Abstract: This paper presents a T-F masking method for convolutive blind source separation based on hermitian angle
concept. The hermitian angle is calculated between T-F domain mixture vector and reference vector. Two different
reference vectors are assumed for calculating two different hermitian angles, and then these angles are clustered with kmeans or FCM method to estimate unmixing masks. The well-known permutation problem is solved based on k-means
clustering of estimated masks which are partitioned to small groups. The experimental results show an improvement in
performance when using two different reference vectors compared to only one.
Index Terms: Bind source separation (BSS); sparsity, w-disjoint orthogonality, hermitianangle;time-frequency
masking.
List of Symbols and Abbreviations
BSS
Blind Source Separation
COR (x, y) Correlation between x and y
DFT
Discrete Fourier Transform
DOA
Direction of Arrival
DUET
Degenerate Un-mixing Estimation Technique
FCM
Fuzzy c-means
ICA
Independent Component Analysis
RCM
Correlation matrix calculated between C and M
SAR
Signal to Artifact Ratio
SCA
Sparse Component Analysis
SDR
Signal to Distortion Ratio
SIR
Signal to Interference Ratio
STFT
Short Time Fourier Transform
TF
Time-Frequency
1. Introduction
This paper considers using hermitian angle in separating
linear convolutive mixtures of audio signals on acoustic
mixtures. The Blind Source Separation (BSS) or cocktailparty problem has been defined to characterize the task of
retrieval speech in a room of simultaneous and
independent speakers. Convolutive blind source
separation (BSS) has often been used to solve the
problem as it carries the promise to recover the sources
exactly. The essential idea behind BSS is that on linear
noise free acoustic model with multiple inputs (sources)
and multiple outputs (sensors), original signals can be
extracted under some reasonable assumptions with

appropriately chosen multi-dimensional filters. Actually,
this problem can be divided into time domain [1], [2] and
frequency domain approaches [3], [4]. Many algorithms
have been developed in different cases such as delay less
model [5], [6], delayed source, noise free or with noise.
Frequency domain solutions have been proposed based
on many algorithms such as linear/circular convolution
[7], [8], subband filtering [9] and or permutation
ambiguity [10-14]. In this paper, T_F masking method
based on hermitian vectors has been developed to make
mask functions which is used in signal separation by
clustering.
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Suppose that source signals and microphone outputs
aretermed as s , s , … , s and x , x , … , x respectively,
convolutive BSS can be expressed as
Q
L −1
(1)
X p ( n ) = ∑ ∑ h pq (1) S q ( n − 1)
q =1

l= 0

where P is the number of microphones, Q is the source
number (q 1, . . , Q , p 1, . . , P ) and L is the mixing
filter length.The output signal vectorsand pth microphone
output samplesare shown as:

x = [x1 , x 2 ,..., x p ]T , x p = [x p (0),..., x p ( N − 1)]T
where in this relation‘T’is transpose operator and N is the
number of total sample scolumn vector of sources. The
qth source samples are defined as:

s = [s1 , s 2 ,..., sp ]T , sq = [sq (0),...,sq ( N − 1)]T
The impulse response from qthsource topthmicrophone is
supposed to be h  l, l 0, … L  1.
Overdetermined and underdetermined BSS are related to
the number of sources and sensors (microphones)
comparing to each other. Many algorithms have been
proposed to solve BSS problems. In the overdetermined
case, in many algorithms, the sources are assumed to be
independent or at least decorrelated. The separation
criteria can be divided in to the methods based on higher
order statistics (HOS) and second order statistics
(SOS)[15]-[19]. In the underdetermined BSS (P< Q),SCA
is the most popular method. There are several methods
[20]-[23] that work based on the sparseness of the source
signals. If the signals are sufficiently sparse, it could be
assumed that the sources rarely exist simultaneously.
Therefore, each source could be estimated by gathering
the observation samples that belong to one of the sources.
In fact the original signals are extracted by applying
appropriate masks to the mixtures in the TF domain. For
speech signals, w-disjoint orthogonality property is the
most used assumption in the TF domain. It means at most
of the time only one source is dominant at any timefrequency slot.
DUET, (Degenerate Unmixing Estimation Technique), is
one of the most popular methods in this field [24]. In this
method an arbitrary number of sources could be separated
from just two anechoic mixtures provided that the timefrequency transformation of sources do not overlap too
much, which is true for speech signals.The ratio of the
mixtures in T-Fdomain can be used to find twodimensional weighted histogram. This histogram is used
to cluster the mixing parameters, sofrequency variable
and delay could be extracted and finally original sources
could be extracted.
In [25], the direction of arrival (DOA) information is
used to estimate the binary masks. θDOA (k, t ) is
estimated at each T-F point, then histogram of this angles
is plotted for any point (k,t) and the peak of this
histogram is taken as the DOAs of the sources. By using
these angles, the binary masks are estimated for
extracting sources.
Many algorithms have been developed based on the ratio
of mixtures or their phase difference between
observations in T-F domain and make some features
where estimation of sources have done by clustering

these features[26,27].These methods fail in a reverberant
environment or when sources are very close or collinear.
Also some algorithms need additional geometrical
information which is compensated in the proposed
method in this study. In addition, in our method the wellknown scaling problem of the frequency domain
algorithms is eliminated.
In this paper, hermitian angle method which has been
proposed by [28], has been developed to separate the BSS
between sources. Two hermitian angles are selected as
the reference vectors to make masks used in separation.
This paper organized as follows. In the second section, wdisjoint orthogonality property is explained. In the third
section,the proposed algorithm for estimation of masks
and solving permutation problem is described which is
followed by experimental results in the fourth section and
finally the conclusion is described in the last section.
2- Definition of W-Disjoinnnt Orthogon Ality
Let’s w(t) be a given window function, if the short
Fourier transform of two time –signals do not have
overlap, then two time-signals are defined w-disjoint
orthogonal. Since STFT is defined as:

ŝ j ( τ, w ) = F w [s j ] ( τ, w ) =
1
2π

∫

+∞

−∞

F( W ) =

w ( t − τ )S j ( t ) e −iwt dt
1
2π

∫

+∞

−∞

f ( t ) e − jwt dt

(2)

w-disjoint orthogonality could be summarize as:
(3)
⌢
⌢
⌢
⌢
s j ( τ , w) sk ( τ , w) = 0 ∀ τ , w, ∀ j ≠ k, s j ( τ , w) s j ( τ , w) ≠ 0

This means that it is likely that each T-F point in mixture
with significant energy is dominated by the contribution
of only one source. If S j ( w ) becomes Fourier transform
of s j ( t ) ,w-disjoint orthogonality is defined as:
(4)
Therefore, using this property and finding binary masks,
mixture could be separated into its component sources.
For extracting any source its binary mask has been
defined as follows:
⌢
⌢
s j (w) sk (w) = 0 ∀ j ≠ k ∀ w



%& τ,#(

'
M τ, w ≔ 
(5)
 !"#$%!
where M j is a mask which separate S j from its mixture
by
s& τ, w M τ, wx& τ, w, ∀w
(6)

3. Proposed Algorithm
3.1. Transformation to Time-Frequency Domain
Fig.1 shows the flow of proposed method. First, timedomain mixture signals which are sampled at frequency

fs are transformed in to time-frequency domain using
STFT analysis.
equation (1) is:
Xk, t

(74)

Time-Frequency transformation

HkSk, t

∑0
1 H  kS k, t

of

(7)
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where X(k,t) is T-F transformation of microphone output
vectors and S(k,t) is the STFT of source signals .i.e.:
Xk, t
2X k, t, … , X k, t34 ,
Sk, t 2S k, t, … , S k, t34
The impulse response H(k) and qthsource column vector
of impulse response in the kthfrequency bin are:
H (k) = [H 1 (k), ..., H q (k)],
H q (k) = [H 1 q (k), ..., H pq (k)] T

where H  kis the impulse response from qth source to
pth microphone at the kth frequency bin. In our experiment
Hanning window is used for STFT of time domain
signals.
3.2. Feature Extraction
Suppose that the original sources are disjoint orthogonal,
then the separation can be realized with gathering T-F
points which belongs to only one source. To estimate
such T-Fpoints one or more features should be calculated
by using the time-frequency domain mixtures. In this
study, hermitian angle in complex vector space between
STFT of microphone outputs and two reference vectors
have been considered as the features in the procedure. In
this method the feature space has been expanded in two
dimensions comparing with proposed method in [28],
which one vector has been considered as the reference.
In complex space, the cosine of the complex-valued angle
between two complex vectors is defined as[23]:
cosθ7 

8:
9 8;

‖89 ‖‖8; ‖

, ‖u‖

√u? u

(8)

whereu and u are two complex vectorsand H is the
complex conjugate transpose operation.Cosθ7 in (8) is
defined as
cosθ7  ρe∅
,ρ C 1
(9)
where,
ρ cosθ?  |cosθ7 |
(10)
Using (9) and(10), two different angles aredefined as
π
0 ≤ θH ≤
, -π ≤φ ≤ π
2
where θ? and ∅ are called hermitian and pseudo angle
respectively between two complex vectors u and u . It is
proven that [28], if two complex vectors are multiplied by
any complex scalars, the hermitian angle between them
will not change, but pseudo angle willbe affected.In other
words, multiplication of a complex vector by any
complex scalars does not change the hermitian angle
between that vector and another vector (reference vector).
This concept can be extended toBSS problem,and design
T-F masks. The hermitian angle betweenH k, impulse
response vector and r, reference vector will not change if it
multiplied by complex scalar(source signal S k, t). The
same rule applies tohermitian angle between mixture
vector, X p and reference vector, where reference vector
consists of P random elements with all the elements equal
to 1+j1.
For P mixtures and Q sources, the hermitian angle
between each of the mixture vectors in the kth frequency
bin and reference vector with p element is explained as:
cosθ7 k1, t1

EF9 ,9 ?G

‖EF9 ,9 ‖‖?G ‖

(11)

F 

θ? 9 t 

cos H |cosθ7 k , t |

(12)

The original source signals Sq , q = 1,..., Q are assumed
sparse in T-F plane i.e. at any T-F point it is at most
contribution of one source. The hermitian angle between
mixture vector and reference vector is equal tothe
hermitian angle between impulse responseH k and r
reference vector, where S k, tis corresponding to the
present source at that point (k,t). In our method, the
hermitian angle is calculated by using two different
reference vectors and therefore, two different features are
generated. The expanded space of features should be used
to recognize the sources of the samples.
θ H 1 = hermitian ( X ( k , t ), r1 )

θ H 2 = hermitian ( X ( k , t ), r2 )
Generally, for P microphones, P different reference
vectors are taken for extracting P different features. In other
words, in this way a P-dimensional space is made in such
a way that any P dimensional vector could be estimated
more accurately than using only one reference vector.
3.3. Mask Designing
It can be seen from (11) and(12), that the hermitian angle
for any frequency bin, is a vector with ‘t’ different values,
so thehermitian angle at k , t ,point is different from
hermitian angle at k  , t  .‘t’ is the number of time slots
in T-F plane of mixture. Using Clustering algorithm to
cluster the vector of hermitian angle in the kth frequency
bin,Q different clusters are produced such that, the
samples which belong to one cluster are components of
one source.
Like other T-F masking methods, the membership
function obtained from clustering is directly used as T-F
mask. In our experiment, K-means and fuzzy c-means
(FCM) are used for clustering of hermitian angles. Using
k-means method, the result mask produced with k-means
algorithm, has binary values (0,1) so it introduces
reconstructed signals. FCM method is usedfor clustering
the angles to produce softer and smoother masks with
respect to the masks produced by k-means. After
clustering the angles,Index vector of the k-means
clustering ({0,1}) and membership function of the fuzzy
c-means clustering ([0,1])have been used as masking
values to extract the original sources from microphone
outputs. It should be noted that permutation problem
should be considered after this stage.
3.4. Permutation Problem
Actually, BSS of signals infrequency domain involves
two important problems, the scaling and the permutation.
Because of applying the generated T-F masks directly to
the mixtures, scaling problem does not exist in our
experiment. To address the permutation issue, many
algorithms have been reported in the frequency
domain[29],[30].
For speech signals in T-F domain, increasing the distance
between two frequency bins decreases the correlation
between them. Therefore, frequency bins are portioned to
small groups that signal for one frequency group is more
correlated which in turn solves the permutation
problem[28].The groups are composed of few adjacent
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frequency bins with overlap which in our experiment, 16
bins with 75% overlap are assumed. To solve the
permutation problem for the groups, the masks are
clustered by k-means method to minimize the following
equation:
0
D ∑1 ∑ LN ∈7
J1  rLN 7 P
(13)
M

O

$1,…,0
F1FRS ,…,FTUV

M

O

where, M i (k ) is the ith mask in the kth bin frequency, C q
is the center of qth cluster, and rM i ( K ) Cq is the correlation
between them. The parameters, k st and k end are starting
and ending frequency bins for each frequency group.The
k-means categorizes the masks in each group into Q
clusters based ondistance metric correlation to have high
correlated masks in each. Ideally, for any frequency bin,
each cluster has exactly one mask, but itdoes not occur in
practical situation.For instance, at some frequency bins,
some clusters do not have any mask and some clusters
have more than one mask. In such bins the k-means is
failed to cluster them correctly. In such cases, correlation
between the centers and the masks has been calculated to
maximize the summation of correlation values. The
permutation matrix πk in the kth bin for failed clusters is
defined as:
πF
arg π max ∑[$ ∑[π. R 7L $
(14)
where ‘ • ’ is the element wise product between two
matrixes, F is the number of failed clusters, π is a
selected permutation matrix with elements 0 and 1, such
that there is one ‘1’ in each row or column. In this case
permutation matrix could be selected as 1 0 or 0 1 .
0 1



1 0 



4. Experimental Results
4.1. Data set
For performance evaluation of the proposed method some
criterions are needed. Room simulator software version1
is used to simulate a room conditions and control the
microphones and sources positions. Two sets of speech
signals have been used to evaluate the proposed method.
Five speech signals in the first set is randomly selected
from TIMIT database and five speech signals in the
second set have been produced in Farsi language in an
acoustic room (16 bit with 48 KHz sampling rate) to
analyze the model with Farsi language speakers.
Some needed parameters for room simulation are as
follows: two sources and two microphones are
considered, reverberation time is 120ms, order of
reflection is 28 and two sources and two microphones are
assumed where the distance between two microphones is
assumed 28cm and 34cm.Hanning window has been used
to segment the signals and transform it into frequency
domain by 2048 DFT length.
4.2. Performance criterions
The separation quality is measured by method suggested
in [32], [33]. In this method, the estimated signals are
written as
(16)
y y_"`! a e$b!"c a e_"$c
where, y qt arg et is target signal with allowed deformation,

eint erf is interference due to unwanted sources and e qartif
is artifacts introduced by the separation algorithm. So the
performance criterions are defined as
SDR
SIR

10 log
10 log

deOSfGgTSd

;

d!OMUSTGh i!OfGSMh d

deOSfGgTSd
d!OMUSTGh d

(17)

;

;

(18)

;

deOSfGgTSi!OMUSTGh d

;

R CM ∈ R F×F is correlation matrix which it’s elements
( R CM ) ij are Pearson correlation coefficient between

SAR

ithrow of C and jthrow of M and q is a number which
points to the index of failed clusters. C and M are
respectivelythe center matrix and the mask matrix in the
failed clusters in the kth frequency bin, which are defined
as:
C= […, CqT,..]T , Cq ∈ R1*T , M= […, MqT,..]T , Mq ∈ R1*T
Finally the masks matrix after solving permutation in the
kth frequency bin will be pk M .

SDR is source to distortion ratio, SAR is source to
artifact ratio and SIR is source to interference ratio. Since
the masks are applied to pth microphone output, the target
signal isy_"`! h  ∗ s , where h pq is the impulse

3.5. Signal Reconstruction
Output signal reconstruction has been done after TimeFrequency mask generation which makes the separated
signals as:
Y k, t M k, tX ] k, t, ∀t, q 1, … , Q
(15)
where X p (k , t ) is one of the mixtures(p=1 or 2). Finally,
inverse STFT (overlap and add method reported in [31])
has been used to produce the separated signals and come
back it to time domain.The generated signal is the
estimation of original signals.

10 log

d!OfGSMh d

;

(19)

response from pth source to qth microphone.In our
experiment the masks have been applied to the first
microphone output, so the target signals are y_"`!
h ∗ s and y_"`! h ∗ s
In our study, five speech signals with 5 seconds duration
from TIMIT database have been used and the average of
the output indices (SDR,SIR,SAR)is calculated and
shown in table I and table II for two different
microphones distance.
4.3. The comparison between one and two reference
vectors
The reference vector is a vector with two elements 1+j,
and the results of the simulation for two clustering
methods have been shown in tables (I-IV). Based on our
proposed method, the hermitian angle is calculated with
respect to two different reference vectors.The elements of
the first and second reference vectors have been selected
as 1+j and random values.The resultant angles via one
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reference vector are different from angles by another
reference vector. So, it could be assumed that two
different features for clustering exist. The new masks are
different from the masks generated with only one
reference vector. The experimental results for two
clustering methods are shown in table I and II for TIMIT
database and in tables III and IV for Farsi database.
The comparison between one and two references vector
shown in the tables, illustrates that the latter has
improvement in both SDR and SAR by FCM clustering
method although k-means has more improvement in SIR.
In addition, comparing the results shows that the signal
separation with 34cm microphone distance is better than
one with 28cm. Besides, the results with two reference
vectors have been improved with respect to one reference
vector.

5. Conclusion
T-F masking method has been used for convolutive blind
source separation of speech signals same as previous
work [28]. In this study, hermitian angles with respect to
two reference vectors has been proposed and results show
the superiority of the SDR, SIR and SAR compare to
previous work where hermitian angles with one reference
vector has been used.By taking two different reference
vectors, two different hermitian angles are found which
could be clustered.The separation performance for
proposed algorithm is measured with one and two
reference vectors for two clustering methods, k-means
and FCM.

x(n)

y(n)

ISTFT

STFT

Feature
extraction

clustering

Mask
designing

Permutation
problem

Fig. (1): System overview

Separation
performance
SDR(db)
SIR(db)
SAR(db)

Separation
performance
SDR(db)
SIR(db)
SAR(db)

Separation
performance
SDR(db)
SIR(db)
SAR(db)

Table (1): Separation performance for TIMIT (microphones distance= 28cm)
One reference vector
Two different reference vectors
Input
k-means
FCM
k-means
FCM
Output Improvement Output Improvement output Improvement output Improvement
0.07
8.1
8.03
8.15
8.08
11.83
11.76
12.41
12.34
0.07
12.98
12.92
11.5
11.08
17.13
16.52
16.45
17.06
20
10.14
-9.86
11.3
-10.14
13.63
-6.37
14.78
-5.22

Table (2): Separation performance for TIMIT (microphones distance=34cm )
One reference vector
Two different reference vectors
Input
k-means
FCM
k-means
FCM
Output Improvement Output Improvement output Improvement output Improvement
0.08
8.73
8.65
8.75
8.67
11.87
11.79
12.53
12.45
0.08
13.5
13.42
12.11
12.03
17.26
17.18
16.4
16.32
20
10.75
-9.25
11.52
-8.48
13.63
-6.37
14.84
-5.16

Table (3): Separation performance for Farsi data base(microphones distance= 28cm)
One reference vector
Two different reference vectors
Input
k-means
FCM
k-means
FCM
Output Improvement Output Improvement output Improvement output Improvement
0.07
5.47
5.4
5.98
5.92
6.57
6.5
7.3
6.23
0.07
9.44
9.37
9.03
8.96
10.92
10.85
10.18
10.11
20
9.98
-10.02
11.05
-8.95
10.62
-10.55
12.26
-7.74
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Separation
performance
SDR(db)
SIR(db)
SAR(db)

Table (4): Separation performance for Farsi data base(microphones distance=34cm )
One reference vector
Two different reference vectors
Input
k-means
FCM
k-means
FCM
Output Improvement Output Improvement output Improvement output Improvement
0.07
6.34
6.27
6.57
6.5
7.4
7.33
8.08
8.01
0.07
10.7
10.63
9.69
9.62
12.5
11.23
11.16
12.43
20
10.36
-9.64
11.31
-8.69
11.25
-6.75
12.64
-7.36

Appendix:
1. [Online]. Available: http://bass-db.gforge.inria.fr/BASS-dB/?show=browse & id=filters
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